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Stampin' Up! Berry
Best Birthday Card

ard Measurements:  

 

Granny Apple Green cs - 11" x 4 1/4" scored at 5 1/2"  

Embossed Basic White cs - 5 3/8" x 4 1/8"  

Rich Razzleberry cs panel - 4 5/8" x 3 5/8"  

Berry Delightful DSP panel - 4 1/2" pkus two strips 1/4" x 4"  

x 3 1/2"  

Basic White cs label - die cut with the Tasteful Labels dies.  

Basic White cs scrap - 3 raspberries fussy cut out.  

Basic White cs inside panel - 5 1/8" x 3 7/8" 

DSP = Designer Series Paper  

cs = cardstock  

Supplies needed:

Berry Blessings Bundle

(English)

[157613 ]

$0.00

Sweet Strawberry

Photopolymer Stamp Set

[154394 ]

$18.00

Rich Razzleberry Classic

Stampin' Pad

[147091 ]

$7.50

Granny Apple Green

Stampin' Pad

[147095 ]

$7.50

Highland Heather Stampin'

Blends Combo Pack

[154887 ]

$9.00

Rich Razzleberry Stampin'

Blends Combo Pack

[154898 ]

$9.00

Granny Apple Green

Stampin' Blends Combo Pack

[154885 ]

$9.00

Shaded Spruce Stampin'

Blends Combo Pack

[154903 ]

$9.00

Clear Wink Of Stella Glitter

Brush

[141897 ]

$8.00

Granny Apple Green 8-1/2" X

11" Cardstock

[146990 ]

$8.75
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Basic White 8 1/2" X 11"

Cardstock

[159276 ]

$9.75

Rich Razzleberry 8-1/2" X 11"

Cardstock

[115316 ]

$8.75

Stampin' Cut & Emboss

Machine

[149653 ]

$120.00

Tasteful Labels Dies

[152886 ]

$31.00

Painted Texture 3 D

Embossing Folder

[154317 ]

$9.00

Paper Trimmer

[152392 ]

$25.00

Paper Snips

[103579 ]

$10.00

Bone Folder

[102300 ]

$7.00

Stampin' Pierce Mat

[126199 ]

$5.00

Take Your Pick

[144107 ]

$10.00

Artistry Blooms Sequins

[152477 ]

$7.00

Mini Glue Dots

[103683 ]

$5.25

Stampin' Dimensionals

[104430 ]

$4.00

Multipurpose Liquid Glue

[110755 ]

$4.00

Project Recipe:

1. Start with a Granny Apple Green cs card base. Cut a Basic White cs panel,

Rich Razzleberry cs panel, and a Berry Delightful DSP panel. Dry emboss the

Basic White cs panel with the Painted Texture 3D embossing folder and then

glue it to the card base. Glue the DSP panel to the Rich Razzleberry cs panel

and then glue them the card front.
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2. Cut a Basic White cs label with the Tasteful Labels dies. Stamp the sentiment

from Berry Blessing stamp set in Rich Razzleberry ink across the top of the label.

Stamp the lined leaf image from the Berry Blessings stamp set in Granny Apple

Green ink across the bottom of the label. Color the leaves with Stampin' Blends.

3. Stamp three raspberries in Rich Razzleberry ink and three stem tops (I only

inked up the tops and not the stems) above the raspberries in Granny Apple

Green ink from the Berry Blessing stamp set on Basic White cs. Color the berries

with the Stampin' Blends and then fussy cut them out. Add them to the stamped

label overlapping the colored leaves with Stampin' Dimensionals and glue dots.

Attach the label to the card front with Stampin' Dimensionals. Add Wink of Stella

and Artistry Blooms Sequins to the berries for extra sparkle.

4. Don't forget to add a Basic White cs inside panel to write your message.

Stamp the sentiment from the Sweet Strawberry stamp set in Rich Razzleberry

ink and add a strip of DSP to the inside & back of the card to pull the theme

through.


